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Arietta Climbing
Arietta Climbing consists of a group of climbers who are working to develop the Southern Adirondacks into a
major rock climbing area. The group has worked on Nine Corners, Pinnacle Boulders, Shanty Cliff, Good Luck
Lake Cliff, Lost Hunter, Lost T, Lost T2, The Annex, Otter Lake, Green Lake and McMartin. Of these areas the
last six previously had no rock climbing on them before 2008. Development of the cliffs has consisted mainly
of marking a path to get to the cliff, cleaning, installing anchors at the top of routes, and bolting where
traditional protection is not available. Bill Griffith and Gary Thomann are supposedly the leaders. Many
climbers have helped, including Jimmy Diliberto, Jimmies staff at the Clark Sports Center (Nicole Nowick,
Peter ***, Caleb *** ), Justin Sanford, Mary Giehl, Carl aka Coach Maricle, Sarah Weiss, Keith Matuszyk, John
Lubrant, Gray Watson, Rachel Breidster, Rachel Brugeman, Eric Brugeman, Ping-Kwan Keung, Brett Olsen.
Otter Lake and Green Lake were developed almost exclusively by Justin Sanford. Justin has published guides
for Nine Corners and Pinnacle Boulders.
Arietta Climbing has guides available for Lost Hunter, Lost T, The Annex, Lost T2, McMartin and Moss Island.
All guides are in pdf format and free for personal use.

Introduction
McMartin cliff is one of the cliffs, along with Lost T2, Lost Hunter, Lost T, The Annex and Good Luck Lake, in
the southern edge of the town of Arietta. Gary Thomann located the cliff by reading one of Barbara McMartin’s
guide books (Walks and Waterways, Adirondack Mountain Club, 1974). We have named the cliff after her; you
will not see this name on other maps.
McMartin is a fabulous cliff (or series of cliffs) and will eventually probably have 20 or 30 climbs on it. As an
added benefit, climbs should be available in a range of skill levels, including the modest/beginner 5.6 to 5.8
range. McMartin is a maze of arêtes, dihedrals, cracks, spires, roofs, ceilings and faces at both positive and
negative angles, so any type of climb you like should be there. The longest climbs will probably be about 160
ft. At the far southern end of the McMartin range is a small cliff separated from the other cliffs; this isolated cliff
has been named Lost T2.
McMartin cliff was not initially easy to approach and it took five trips to find a way to get to the top of the cliff.
This first access to the top was later abandoned when a better one was found. The path from the parking lot
into the cliff is 2.5 km (1.6 mi). This is a long enough distance that it is nice to have a good walking surface.
For the first part of the approach the existing path to Lost Hunter was used; an additional path of length 1.2 km
(.75 mi) was laid out. The problem with walking through the woods with a pack on is all the branches and stuff
you trip over and all the blow down you have to walk over or around. We have tried to pick up or rake off all
the nuisances so the walking will be fairly easy. There is no “Trail” into McMartin; to build a trail on state land
requires prior approval from DEC. The path, however, is pretty easy to see and walk; approach time to the cliff
should be 45 minutes to an hour. There is some elevation change, but nothing steep like the last part of the
hike to Lost Hunter. The development of the path and the access to the top of the cliff ended up taking a lot of
time; fortunately it will not have to be done again.

Directions to the Cliff
To walk to the cliff, drive to the parking area for Chub Lake on Highway 10. If you take Highway 10 north from
the area of Caroga Lake, a couple of miles north of the Stoner Lakes the highway will cross over the West
Branch of the Sacandaga for the first time. Go about a mile further as the road swings to the left (west) and
park in the small lot on the right. If you cross the river a second time you have gone too far by a couple tenths
of a mile.
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Map showing route to McMartin and the other cliffs in this area
From the back of the parking lot walk northeast on the established trail. After about a quarter mile turn to the
left to go north toward Chub Lake. About a hundred feet before you get to the Chub Lake shore, turn right on a
narrow trail. You are on the right trial if about 50 ft later you step through a slot in a large log. Follow this trail
around the eastern side of the lake and continue north. Just after you start climbing steeply there is a trail
junction; the trail straight ahead (northeast) goes to the Annex and Lost T – the trail to the left to Lost Hunter
and McMartin. For today’s trip you obviously go left. Follow this trail for about a half mile until you cross two
very small streams; there will be a large beaver pond to your right (east). At this point there is another trail
split. The path to Lost Hunter goes east along the north edge of the beaver pond. The one to McMartin
continues on north from where you cross the second stream; there should be some flags marking it. Continue
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following the path north through a long but not too steep climb and then a bit of descending to a wet spot.
Here there is yet another junction. The trail to the right (east) goes to LostT2. Ignore this trail and continue on
the one going north. As you get closer you will start seeing rock formations on the right (east). The path will
go past a nice 40 ft cliff that is not yet developed; continue on. A couple hundred feet later the path will turn
right and climb sharply and then turn back left and approach one of the main cliffs. Continue on the path; it will
suddenly turn right and climb sharply again alongside a north facing wall and end at a west facing wall. Look
up this west facing wall and you should see the view/climb shown on the cover, Welcome to McMartin. You
are there.
The route to McMartin and the other cliffs is shown on the preceding page map . The grid on the map is UTM
NAD83 in meters if you wish to use your GPS. The elevations shown are also in meters. Set your unit to UTM
NAD83 or I believe WGS84 is essentially the same thing.
You are going to be happiest at McMartin if you lead the routes (or have a rope gun climber along to initially
lead them). However, if you wish to set up top ropes there is a route to the top of the cliff. From the base of
Welcome to McMartin retreat back along the path you came in on. Go down along the north facing wall and
turn left (south) and walk along the small wall with Rachels Climb on it. Then head up left toward a slot in the
cliff. Climb the slot using the rope hanging down it to help you get up. The rope is old and has been hanging
in the slot for two years; using it is all your own responsibility. Follow the rope, when it ends there is a bit more
ascending and then you can move along the top of the cliff. Although the climbs at McMartin have top rope
anchors you will usually have to rappel down a bit to get to them.

Griffith Wall Climbs
The west facing cliff starting at Left Field going south to Pay Dirt and then turning right and traversing down the
north facing cliff to Mikkihiiri/Musse Pigg is the Griffith Wall. The climbs will be explained starting at the north
end of the west facing cliff.
The west facing part of the Griffith wall extends to the left (north) of the front cover photo of Welcome to
McMartin. As you walk north from the base of this climb the ground stays level for about 100 ft and then drops
off sharply. Just at the point where the drop begins, if you look slightly left to the top of the cliff you can see a
lip sticking out that looks like the brim on a baseball cap and this feature is named, appropriately, the Ball Cap.
Further north of the ball cap area there are additional cliffs that cannot be seen from where you are standing.
Usually in a guide a sketch (topo) is made with the routes drawn in. McMartin is so complicated with arêtes,
dihedrals, fins and blocks sitting on each other that I have not been able to make a reasonable drawing. At
present I will use photographs.

Left Field 5.10a PG
To find Left Field, stand in front of Welcome to McMartin, shown on the front cover. Welcome to McMartin is
near the south end of the west facing cliff. Walk about 100 ft north along the base of the wall to where the path
drops off sharply. At the point where the ground starts to drop if you look up to the top of the cliff you can see
the Ball Cap roof. The anchor for Left Field is on top of the cap. From the end of the level section continue
about 40 feet down the slope to the start six feet left of a large birch tree at a large "crack" with two obvious big
chock stones in it.
Pitch 1, 5.6 PG. Sling the chock stones, climb the short vertical section and continue on the slab up and
slightly left to a rappel station. Cams can be used above chock stones.
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Pitch 2; 5.10a. From the belay
station head up left to fist sized
crack in the left facing open
book formed by two faces in the
orange rock. Climb this crack
up to roof shown in photo.
Next, traverse left under roof
and then up to first bolt. After
clipping this first bolt traverse
right to bolts two and three.
The third bolt is hidden from
view when you are at bolt two;
to find it step right onto the main
face. After clipping the third bolt
continue up through two more
bolts to final roof. Surmount the
roof to the quick clips on top of
the ball cap. Then stand up
and enjoy the view. To
minimize rope drag, it is best to
use long runners, even on the
Start of 2nd pitch of Left Field is around corner on the left, start of Right
bolts. Gear needed is cams
Field is the crack on the right
from 0.5 inch up to number 4
Camelot. If you have more than
one number 4 it will help; with just one you will
probably be sliding it up as you ascend. To
descend, rappel back to the belay station, being
careful when lowering off to not let the rope fall into
the vertical cracks at top of cap. You will land on
the slab about 10 feet below the belay station;
scramble up to it. From here rappel to the ground.
Left Field can probably not be top roped because
of the potential for large swings if you fall while
climbing.

Right Field 5.9 PG
Pitch 1, same as for Left Field.
Pitch 2; 5.9 PG. From the belay station head up
right to the crack between the orange and gray
rock shown in the above photo. As with most
climbing, good footwork is the key to getting started
up the crack. Go over the first set of roofs to
another crack. Continue up this crack to the clip in
anchors located on top of the Ball Cap. A full
assortment of gear including cams and wired
stoppers is needed. It may be possible, although
awkward, to top rope the second pitch of Right
Field. You can get to the top of the climb by going
up the slot to the right of Rachels Climb and
following the rough path along the top. You will
need to use slings to hang the top rope anchor

The roof in Left Field that you must traverse under.
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over the edge of the Ball Cap. If you are on
top rope and fall you will swing away from
cliff and have to be lowered back to the
belay station.

Stanley Frank 5.8 PG
About 50 ft left of Welcome to McMartin are
two cracks about 10 ft apart. This climb is
the first crack, that is the one on the left
(north). The climb is about 40 ft long and
goes up over a rounded section of the cliff
to an anchor. There are no bolts, it is trad
all the way. The starting move may be a
little harder than 5.8; it is easiest if the
bottom of the cliff is real clean. Although
the climb has been cleaned, it might still be
a good idea to bring a wire brush with you
to do a little cleaning on the starting section.

Henry Louis 5.8 G
This is the second of the cracks, also all
trad. It is a little wider than its brother to the
left and the start is a little easier. It shares
an anchor with the first climb.

Young Heavy Roosters 5.10b &
5.11a
Winter photo showing 2nd pitch of Left & Right Field.
Don’t ask how this climb got its name. It is
a two pitch. Maybe it should be called a
two part climb since each pitch is only 50 ft in length. It is divided into two pitches because the second is
considerably harder than the first. With the additional anchor more modestly talented climbers can attempt the
first part.
Pitch 1, 5.10b. Ten or 15 feet to the right of Henry Louis is a bolt line that goes up about 50 feet to a pair of
anchors. You may want to stick clip the first bolt. There are *** bolts on the first pitch, not including the
anchors.
Pitch 2, 5.11a. Continue on to the second set of anchors at the top of the cliff. There are *** bolts on the
second pitch. If you don’t like runout on an easier section of the climb a trad piece about ¾ inch or a little
smaller can be carried. If you want to top rope this climb you you will have to rappel down a short distance
from the top of the cliff to the second pitch anchors, or you can rappel all the way to the first pitch anchors. A
standard length rope (60 m) will reach from the upper anchors to the ground for top roping.
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Welcome to McMartin 5.9 & 5.11c
From Young Heavy Roosters, if you continue
right along the west facing cliff there is a
dihedral or left facing corner, whatever you want
to call it. The north facing part of the corner is
about 12 ft wide and extends to an arête,
around which the cliff is west facing again.
Welcome to McMartin is on this west facing
part. If you look closely at the cover photo you
can see the bolt line going up to the roof 50 ft
above.
Pitch 1 5.9 bolted. The first couple bolts on this
climb can be seen in the cover photo. Reach
up and clip the first bolt and then climb to the
wide horizontal crack about 10 ft up. There
should be a hex jammed in the crack you can
clip (not shown in cover photo). Please do not
take it. If it is not there you will have to place
your own piece. The first crux is moving up so
your feet are in the crack; you may wish to
reach left and grab the arête for help. Continue
up, moving left or right on the face as desired.
The anchors are right under the roof. The
second crux is the last move to the anchors.
Pitch 2 5.11c bolted. The second pitch (or
section) is another 50 ft in length and goes on
to anchors near the top of the cliff. Start the
second pitch by going around the roof on the
left. If you are doing the second pitch you
probably don’t want to clip into the anchors
Bill Griffith cleaning Young Heavy Roosters about where
under the roof, or if you do use a long runner.
the first anchor is. Stanley Frank and Henry Louis can be
To top rope this climb you will have to make a
seen to the left.
short rappel to the upper anchors. A regular
length rope will reach from the upper anchors to the ground. If you are top roping from the upper anchors and
slip off the first pitch you will end up in the air to the left of the arête and have to be lowered to the ground.

Harry Potter and the Witches Crack 5.8 G
This is the crack climb in the dihedral just to the right of Welcome to McMartin. Bring big gear. It is easy
except for the bulging section about 20 ft up. At the bulge the crack is too wide for hand jams but too narrow to
get your body in. The photo on the right shows one of our team members right below the bulge. When you get
up to the roof try to slide over to the anchors for Welcome to McMartin. This climb will probably eventually
continue higher. FA Harry Potter & Hermione Granger, July 2010.
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Pay Dirt 5.10 or 5.11 PG?
At the dihedral/left facing corner that forms the witches there
is a short section of north facing wall and then another arête,
past which the wall again faces west for a short distance
before it turns north facing again. On the approximately 15
ft wide west facing section is Pay Dirt, named for the
immense amount of dirt Gary Thomann and Keegan Griffith
threw off while cleaning it. The climb goes more or less up
the center of the face. It is trad with two bolts and clip in
anchors at the top. If you wish to top rope Pay Dirt you will
need to rappel down a short distance on a rounded face to
the anchors. Needs climbers so the grade can be
determined.

Dog with a Nut Tool 5.9 G
As mentioned, just to the right of the Pay Dirt dihedral the
wall turns to face north again. Immediately after turning
north is an intimidating looking section of wall. As you walk
west along the wall the ground drops off rather quickly.
About 100 ft down is a beautiful crack climb, you should
have seen it when you arrived since you walked right past it.
Pull yourself up on the face to the left of the crack and then
carefully slide over to the crack itself. Before making this
move you can reach up from the ground and get a couple
of small pieces in. After moving right to the crack
continue upward. About three fourths of the way to the
top the climb becomes more difficult. Try to stay in the
crack and not move out to the right. There are clip in
anchors at the top. You will need a variety of trad pieces
up to about 1 ½ inches in size.

Hermione Breidster climbing the witches
crack just below the bulge

Trust your Rubber 5.9 PG
This climb uses the same start as Dog with a Nut Tool
and then, about 15 ft up, moves out right away from the
crack onto face with 3 bolts and continues up to the
anchors. You will need trad pieces for the lower part of
and also for the upper part of this climb above the three
bolts. McMartin 004 shares an anchor with the previous
climb. The photo below shows Jimmy Diliberto on Trust
your Rubber; he has just moved away from the Dog crack
and is starting up the face. There is one bolt by his right
calf and perhaps you can see the next two above him to
the right. The McMartin 003 crack explained as the
previous climb goes on up to his left; you can see it has
been pretty well cleaned. Bill Griffith is working on Suomi,
the next climb to the right, explained below.
Mary Giehl leads Dog with a Nut Tool.
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Suomi 5.12b bolted.
This climb is actually on a detached fin, and Suomi is the
English word for Finland. Finland must be a hard place for
this climb certainly is. A photo of the climb is shown on the
next page; this picture was taken just before the climb was
bolted so no hardware is visible. The opening move is
difficult, so you will want to stick clip the first bolt; it has been
placed at a height of about 12 ft. The crux is at the 2nd roof;
follow the bolt line to get through it. There are anchors at the
top of the climb. FA Bill Griffith, Oct 2011.

Mikkihiiri or Musse Pigg 5.11b/c
This climb is around the corner from Sunomi and is shown in
the picture on the right side of the top of the next page. Start
in the crack at the back of the fin and then move left out onto
the face. In the photo you can see one of the bolts on the
face. Go past the little roof and then swing to the right toward
the anchors. Bolted all the way; best to stick clip the first bolt.
There is an 5.11b/c face move at the next to last bolt. If you
can’t do this move just grab the bolt and pull through it; the
rest of the climb is so good you don’t want to miss

Jimmy Diliberto on Trust your Rubber
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Suomi just before being bolted.

Mikkihiiri

Southern Walls
At the bottom of the drop below McMartin 005 the path turns to the south and there is a small west facing wall
with Rachels Climb on it. A little further on the path cross the top of a small cliff; the west facing cliff is to the
right of the path. These two small walls comprise the Southern Walls.

Rachels Climb 5.8G
On the west facing wall just after the bottom of the drop is a cleaned crack that goes up to just right of a small
pine tree where there is a ledge. Start to the left of the crack and move over it on the ramp. The anchors for
this climb are above the ledge where the tree sits. However, the final move is tricky with no protection; an
additional bolt needs to be placed to protect this final move. For now it is best to rappel from the little pine tree.

Northern Wall
The walls north of Left Field.
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